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Materials and Methods 

Animals, Surgery and Data Collection 

 Four male Long-Evans rats (250-350g) were bilaterally implanted in the dorsal 

hippocampus with either two 8 shank (n = 2; BUZ64) or two 6 shank (n = 2; BUZ64SP) 

silicon probes. Each shank of the 8-shank silicon probes had 8 sites while each shank of 

the 6-shank silicon probes had 10 sites. All sites were vertically staggered along the 

shank with 20 µm spacing between sites. Each site had an area of 160 µm
2
 and an 

impedance of 1–3 MΩ. In each rat, 50 µm wires were placed gently abutting the left, 

right mastoid masseter as well as the back neck muscle for electromyographic (EMG) 

recordings used in sleep classification. All silicon probes were implanted parallel to the 

septo-temporal axis of the dorsal hippocampus. Finally, each rat was fitted with a small 

3-dimensional accelerometer to record the animals’ movement, or its absence, during 

sleep. Two stainless steel screws implanted above the cerebellum were used for 

referencing and grounding. Implantation was performed under isoflurane (1-1.5%) 

anesthesia as previously described (28). Each silicon probe was attached to a 

micromanipulator and lowered over the course of several days until hippocampal layer 

CA1 was reached as determined by the appearance of hippocampal CA1 sharp wave-

ripple s and pyramidal cell activity. Probe placement was histologically confirmed post 

hoc.  

 Animals were extensively handled both before and after surgery. Water restriction 

was initiated one week after the surgery; animals were restricted to 90% of their initial 

body weight and given one day a week of ad lib water access.  Animals were well 

acclimatized and recorded in the ‘familiar’ room (where all sleep recordings were 

performed) for at least one week prior to novelty maze sessions. This time was used to 

gradually lower the silicon probes into position. All hippocampal, EMG and 

accelerometer signals were recorded continuously at 20 kHz using four identical 256-

channel Amplipex Systems (16-bit resolution; analog multiplexing; one in the familiar 

room and one in each of the two novelty rooms). Extracellular cell clustering and 

classification was performed as has been previously described (29). In total, 562 well 

isolated pyramidal cells were included in this study.  All protocols were approved by the 

Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of New York University. 

 

Behavioral Procedures and Behavioral State Scoring 

 To acclimatize the rats to running for reward, rats were pre-trained to search for 

water on a geometrically unrelated open-field 'cheese-board' maze (30) for several days 

before novelty maze sessions. Once electrodes reached the CA1 pyramidal layer and the 
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animals were well acclimatized to running for water reward as well as to the ‘familiar’ 

room as determined by the observation that the animals engaged in uninterrupted sleep in 

this room, a ‘novelty’ session was recorded. A novelty session consisted of a ‘PRE’ 

epoch in the familiar room, a novelty run in one of the three novel rooms and ‘POST’ 

epoch back in the familiar room.  Only one novelty room was used per novelty session. 

Note also that in recent studies (14, 18, 19) novelty to the context of the experimental 

room was established by occluding the experimental room by placing walls around the 

home cage during ‘PRE’ and ‘POST’ epochs. In contrast, in the present study the animals 

had never been inside of the novel rooms, ensuring that the animals had no experience of 

the maze context, even fleeting ones during the plugging of the electrophysiological 

headstages, prior to novelty exposure.   

On novelty days the animals were recorded in their home cage in the familiar 

room and allowed to sleep for approximately four hours, constituting the PRE novelty 

epoch.  At the end of the PRE epoch, the animals were transferred to one of three novelty 

rooms, housing a 1.9 m wooden linear maze (n = 4 sessions), or a 2.3 m metal linear 

maze (n = 1 session), or a 1 m in diameter wooden circular maze (n = 3 sessions). The 

linear mazes consisted of 15 cm ‘reward areas’ on either end where water reward was 

delivered via an automatic infrared-beam triggered system, and a 1.6 m, or 2 m ‘stem’.  

Rats only received water reward (~0.2 ml) for trials in which they travelled from one 

reward site to the other. On the circular maze rats were made to run in a clockwise 

direction by preventing the counter-clockwise movement until the rats’ behavior became 

stereotyped (~10 minutes).  Water reward (~0.2 ml) was delivered in a predetermined 30 

cm reward area only when the animals had performed a full clockwise run. The RUN 

sessions were terminated once the animals were satiated and no longer ran for reward. In 

both the circular and the linear mazes the animal’s position was monitored by the 

continuous tracking at 39.69 Hz of two LEDs (red and blue) positioned 5 cm apart and 

clipped onto the animal’s headmounted Faraday cage. Subsequent to novelty exposure, 

the animal was transferred back to its homecage in the familiar room and allowed to sleep 

for approximately four hours, constituting the POST epoch. All sleep and novelty 

recordings were performed during the animal’s day-cycle when rats are prone to sleep.   

 Sleep scoring was performed using hippocampal LFP (theta/delta ratio), 

accelerometer (movement), and E.M.G. data as previously described (31). For each 

session all PRE and POST epoch analysis was yoked to the duration of the shortest of the 

two epochs of each session.  
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Place Field Analysis 

 For each well isolated principal cell a spike firing-by-position vector was 

constructed by binning its spikes in non-overlapping 2 cm bins. This vector was 

smoothed with a 5 cm Gaussian kernel, and divided by the smoothed (5 cm Gaussian 

kernel) occupancy-by-position resulting in a smoothed position by-firing rate vector. In 

the case of the circular maze location was linearized and defined as starting at the edge of 

reward area, and increasing clockwise, terminating at the opposing edge of the reward 

area. The hypothesis of place-selective firing was tested by constructing 5,000 null firing 

rate vectors in which the cell’s spikes were randomly sampled using the un-smoothed 

occupancy-by-position vector as the probability density function, smoothed with a 5cm 

Gaussian kernel and divided by the smoothed occupancy-by-position vector. A cell was 

determined to have a place field (and thus, to be a place cell) if at least 5 consecutive bins 

were above the 99
th

 percentile of their null distributions and the cell exhibited a within-

field peak firing rate of at least 1Hz. All place field detection analysis was restricted to 

epochs during which the animal’s velocity was at least 5 cm/s and in which the rat was 

outside of the reward areas.  For linear track maze runs all place field analysis was 

carried out independently for left and right directions of movement (3, 4, 18). Standard 

measures of place field properties (information per spike, information per second, spatial 

coherence and stability) were performed in the same manner as in (32)).  

 

Ripple Event Detection 

Ripple events were conditioned on the coincidence of both population synchrony 

events, and LFP detected ripples. For each session the combined spiking of all recorded 

CA1 pyramidal cells were binned in 1ms bins and convolved with a 15 ms Gaussian 

kernel (5). For each session a trigger rate was defined as being 3 standard deviations 

above the mean of all 1 ms bins within NREM epochs of both PRE and POST epochs 

combined. Putative population synchrony events were detected when the smoothed firing 

rate vector crossed the trigger rate. The beginning and end of the putative synchrony 

events were defined as the time points at which the convolved firing rate vector returned 

to the mean of all within-NREM firing rate bins. Independently, sharp wave-ripple events 

were detected from the pyramidal layer LFP. Population synchrony events that did not 

contain at least one LFP-detected ripple (as assessed by the time-stamp of its peak ripple 

power) were discarded (50.6% of population events met this criteria). Population 

synchrony events which 1) contained at least one LFP-detected sharp wave-ripple, 2) 

lasted between 50 to 500 ms, and 3) occurred during non-theta or ‘off-line’ states (quite 

waking [immobility] or NREM) and 4) in which at least five distinct pyramidal cells each 

fired at least one spike were termed ‘Ripple events’ and considered for further analysis. 

This five pyramidal cell inclusion criteria was used as it is the minimum number of cells 
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needed to establish significance for sequence relationship between cells at p < 0.05 (5! = 

120 possible orderings, of which half are mirror ‘forward’ and ‘reverse’ sequences and 

hence equivalent with respect to the sequence analysis, resulting in 60 unique orderings, 

1/60 = 0.0167). 

 

Bayesian Replay Analysis 

 For linear track sessions Bayesian analysis was performed independently for the 

left and right direction of movement. Only ripple events with durations of at least 100 ms 

and in which at least 10% or 5 (whichever was greater) of place cells fired were 

considered for this analysis – note that these criteria were applied consistently including 

in analysis where certain sub-groups of cells were excluded. These ripple events were 

subdivided into non-overlapping 20 ms bins, and firing rate vectors for all place cells 

were constructed within these bins. For each of these binned firing rate vectors, smooth-

prior probability, Bayesian classification of virtual position (2) was performed utilizing a 

template comprising of all place cell’s smoothed firing rate-by-position vectors as: 
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 Where fi(pos) is the value of the firing rate-by-position vector of the i
th

  place cell 

at position pos, sp
i
 is the number of spikes fired by the i

th
 place cell in the time bin being 

decoded, τ is the duration of the time bin (0.02 seconds) and n is the total number of place 

cells. Posterior probabilities were subsequently normalized to one: 
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 Where Pn is the total number of positions (2 cm bins).  

 For each decoded ripple event a measure of Bayesian Reconstruction Quality was 

derived as the median across within-ripple-event 20 ms time-bins of the maximal 

posterior probability value for each time bin. 

 Subsequently a preliminary sequence score (r) was computed for each event as 

the correlation of time and position, as weighted by posterior probability (r(pos, bin; 

Pr)(33). For a given event the weighted mean m is given by: 
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The weighted covariance cov: 
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And the weighted correlation r(pos, bin; Pr): 
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 Where posj is the j
th

 spatial bin, bini is the i
th

 temporal (20 ms) bin in the event, Prij 

is the Bayesian posterior probability for that spatial bin at that temporal bin, M is the total 

number of temporal bins and N is the total number of spatial bins. 

 For Forward and Reverse replay analyses (Fig. 1C and fig. S7C), a separate 

Bayesian decoder was applied to ripple events in each direction in the bi-directional 

linear mazes. The ‘template’ for the directionality decoder was taken as the firing rate of 

all putative pyramidal cells in either the LEFT or RIGHT running directions. The 

Posterior probability that a given ripple event represented either direction of run sequence 

was defined by: 
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Where fi(pos) is the value of the firing rate-by-direction vector of the i
th

  pyramidal cell 

for direction dir, sp
i
 is the number of spikes fired by the i

th
 pyramidal cell in the ripple 

event being decoded, τ is the duration of the event in seconds and n is the total number of 

pyramidal cells. Each linear-maze session event was first classified as either a ‘LEFT’ or 

‘RIGHT’ event based on the maxima of Pr(dir | spikes). Events (from all sessions/mazes) 

with positive weighted correlations (that is, a positive correlation between decoded 

position and decoding bin time) were considered forward sequence events, while those 

with negative weighted correlations were considered reverse sequence events.  

 Separately, 1,000 null (shuffled) firing rate-by-position templates were 

constructed by circularly translating the un-smoothed firing rate by position vector by a 

random number of bins independently for each place cell, and re-smoothing (‘circular 
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place-field shuffle’). This method was chosen as the primary shuffling approach because 

1) it is only applied to the spatial templates (and not to any of the individual events), 

thereby not assuming the independence of firing structure between events, 2) it 

specifically degrades spatial coding without affecting many other of the cells’ properties 

such as firing rate and firing rate variance. The full replay analysis (above) was 

performed using these 1,000 null templates leading to 1,000 r(null) values for each ripple 

event. For each event a sequence score (rZ) was defined as the absolute value of its 

weighted-correlation as a z-score relative to its expected absolute null weighted 

correlation distribution: 
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        (7) 

 

Where S.D. is the standard deviation function. Note that this value does not distinguish 

between forward and backward replay events and is positive in cases where the observed 

|r| value is greater than its expected (mean) absolute null value and negative otherwise. 

 A secondary ‘time-bin-shuffle’ (figs. S8, S22) was performed by permuting the 

order of the 20 ms time-bins within each event. One-thousand time bin shuffles 

(associated with 1,000 r(nulltime-bin-shuffle) values) were created for each event. Note that 

while also preserving many of the observed spiking properties, such as per event firing 

rate and firing rate variance, this alternative time-bin-shuffle is distinct and 

complementary to our primary circular place-field shuffle in that it specifically degrades 

within-event temporal structure while preserving the observed place field templates. 

Surrogate Data Sets 

  Two distinct classes of surrogate events were created:  1) Poisson surrogate data 

sets: each cell’s within-ripple firing rate were modelled as Poisson spike trains with 

means equal to each cell’s within-ripple event firing rate. Poisson means were estimated 

separately for each behavioral epoch, and running direction. 2) Time-bin-shuffle 

surrogate data sets: the order of the 20 ms time-bins within each event was randomly 

permuted within that event. One-hundred surrogate data sets of each these two classes 

were constructed – 200 shuffled controls were made for each these surrogate data sets.  

Per Cell Contribution (PCC) Analysis 

 For each cell 1,000 partially shuffled place representation matrices were made in 

which only that cell’s place representation was randomly shuffled (circularly translated as 
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described above). For each event that that cell participated (fired at least one spike) in, 

sequence scores (rZ) were assessed using these 1,000 cell-specific shuffled place 

representation matrices. For a given event ‘e’ a given cell’s (‘c’) contribution was 

estimated as the average putative ‘degradation’ of sequence content caused by the 

specific degradation (shuffling) of that cell’s spatial coding, normalized by the number of 

participating cells in this event:   

 

   eceece
tsParticipanfflecell c shurZobservedrZPCC #  )(( ,,

 (8) 

 

Where ‘#Participantse’ indicates the number of place cells that fired at least one spike in 

event e. The multiplication by the number of participants corrects for the proportionally 

larger influence each cell may have on sequence content in events with few participating 

cells (fig. S10). Each cell’s PRE PCC score was assessed as its mean contribution across 

all PRE ripple events it participated in, while it’s POST PCC score was assessed as its 

mean contribution across all POST events.  

 To confirm our main PCC results obtained by circular-place field rotations an 

alternative PCC analysis (PCCTBS; fig. S22) was performed by randomly permuting the 

firing-rate by time-bin vectors within each ripple-event independently for each place cell. 

This cell-specific time-bin-shuffle (TBS) was performed 1,000 times for each cell and 

event, and cell-specific r(cell shuffle) values were computed for each. The rest of the 

PCCTBS analysis was performed as above with the exception that the (none-cell-specific) 

time-bin-shuffle - rather than the circular place field shuffle - was used to generate values 

of r(null).  

 To assess the contribution of place cells with different degrees of PRE to POST 

change in PCC to the observed overall changes in sequence content from the PRE to 

POST, two separate analysis were carried out. In the first (Fig. 2C) the full Bayesian 

replay analysis was performed with place field templates (n = 1,000 each) in which an 

increasing number place cells’ place fields were shuffled, starting either with cells with 

low or high ΔPCC values. In the second analysis (fig. S8), the replay analysis was 

repeated after excluding from analysis either cells with increasing or decreasing ΔPCC 

values. Importantly, since in different sessions differing numbers of place cells were 

recorded, in these analyses (as well as in all other analyses in which cells were excluded) 

the selection of cells to be excluded or shuffled (respectively) was performed within each 

session and the results were then pooled across sessions. Note that the cell exclusion 

analysis was only carried out to 75% of cells because after this point not all sessions met 

the criteria for contributing to the analysis (at least 5 place cells active/event).  
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Synthetic Sequence Model 

 The PCC method was tested on a deterministic synthetic model approximating 

‘perfect’ sequence content. This pared-down model was designed to test the assumptions 

of the PCC method explicitly on a ‘ground truth’ synthetic data set in which sequence 

content could be deterministically set, rather than as a model of physiological virtual 

sequence content.  In this model, synthetic firing-rate-by-position templates were 

constructed such that each of n participating place cells had one place field, and place 

fields peaks linearly spanned the 2-meter (100 bin) ‘virtual maze’ (i.e., for each bin there 

was a place cell with a place field). All place fields had equal place field peak firing rates 

and widths empirically matched to the medians of the recorded data (place field peak: 

5.01Hz, place field width: 24 cm). Likewise, corresponding ‘synthetic ripple events’ of 

length d (where d was as a multiple of the 20 ms bins size) were constructed such that 

each of n  participating place cells each fired 1 spike linearly spanning the event (from 

time 0 to time d) and corresponding to the order of their place field peaks in the synthetic 

place field template. The free parameters n participating cells and d event duration were 

densely sampled to match the recorded data. Bayesian decoding, weighted correlation 

and PCC analysis were performed as described above. 

 

Rigid and Plastic Cell Classification 

 For each cell and behavioral epoch the hypothesis  that ‘the shuffling of that place 

cell’s place field decreased the amount of observed sequence content in those ripples 

within which it fired’ was tested by performing a one-tailed Wilcoxin Rank-Sum test 

over that place cell’s per-event PCC scores. Those cells showing significant PCC values 

(p < 0.05) in either PRE or POST epochs were considered to be strongly contributing to 

sequence content. For each session and running direction the strongly contributing cells 

equal to or below the 50th percentile of that session’s ΔPCC were considered rigid cells 

(n = 105 cells, blue x’s), while the strongly contributing cells above the 50th percentile of 

that session’s ΔPCC distribution were considered plastic cells (n = 105 cells; for sessions 

with an odd number of strongly contributing cells the cell with the median ΔPCC value 

was excluded). This selection method was chosen as a conservative approach which 

ensures that a) plastic cells were the subset of cells that showed the greatest increase in 

their POST compared to PRE contribution, b) all rigid or plastic cells contributed 

strongly to at least one of the phenomena of interest (i.e. PRE and/or POST sequence 

content), c) each session contributed an identical number of rigid and plastic cells. 

However, while this binary classification was made in order to facilitate a conservative 

description of the phenomenon, we emphasize that the distribution of PCC or ΔPCC 
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values, though skewed, was not bi-modal. Furthermore, we do not exclude the possibility 

that in certain experimental conditions or individual sessions, a greater or smaller 

proportion of cells may show ‘rigid’ or ‘plastic’ characteristics – which would not be 

captured by the ’50-50’ split employed here. Therefore, we emphasize that our approach 

should be understood as a conservative method for investigating two ends of continuous 

distribution. In future works, less conservative and perhaps more sensitive classification 

methods can be used for addressing the role and significance of this continuous 

distribution.  

   

Pair-Wise Temporal Interaction Analysis 

 Cross-corellograms (CCG’s) with a half-width of 150 ms were constructed for all 

pairs of place cells during ‘off-line’ states during the PRE or POST epochs, or during 

active running (>5 cm/s) epochs during novel maze running. For each pair of cells a 

‘CCG bias’ was defined as the sum of all the co-incident spikes in which the reference 

cell fired after the comparison cell minus the sum of all the co-incident spikes in which 

the reference cell fired before the comparison cell, divided by the total number of co-

incident spikes (34). Cell pairs recorded on the same shank, or which fired fewer than 40 

coincident spikes in either of the conditions being tested were excluded from the analysis. 

The Pearson correlation coefficient was taken as the similarity between the temporal bias 

patterns between epochs. Since for each pair the identity of the ‘comparison’ and 

‘reference’ cells, and hence the sign of each pair’s temporal bias, could be arbitrarily 

assigned by the experimenter, the signs (but not the magnitudes) of each pair’s temporal 

bias was randomized independently across pairs but consistently across epochs. The 

correlation measures were performed independently on each of these thousand randomly 

referenced data sets. The reported correlation values were defined as the median 

correlation coefficient (and associated p-value) across all 1,000 permuted data sets. 

 

Pair-Wise Co-Activity Analysis 

 For each place cell firing rate vectors were constructed using 100-ms non-

overlapping bins during ‘off-line’ states (quite immobility and NREM) independently in 

the PRE and POST epochs, as well as during active Maze running (>5cm/s). Pair-wise 

co-activation values were taken as the Pearson’s correlation coefficients between the 

firing rate vectors of all pairs of place cells for the PRE and POST epochs. Pairs of place 

cells recorded on the same shank were excluded from the analysis. 
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Paired-Latency Analysis 

To test our findings independently with a template-based method which did not 

rely on Bayesian decoding, a ‘Paired-Latency’ measure was derived. This measure is 

similar to the ‘Rank ordered correlation method’ (3, 4, 18) but, amongst other 

advantages, has the feature of being able to exclude the effect of pairs recorded on the 

same silicon probe shank.  

For the paired-latency analysis only ripple events with durations of at least 100 

ms and in which at least 10% or 5 (whichever was greater) of place cells fired were 

included. For a given event with n active and inactive cells, a paired latency vector PL of 

length (n)(n – 1)/2 corresponding to the number of unique non-self pairs was constructed. 

For each cell active in each event a ‘within-event spike timing’ value was assessed as the 

center of mass of all the spikes that that cell discharged within that event, relative to the 

center of mass of all the spikes fired by pyramidal cells within that event. For each 

comparison, one cell was chosen as the reference and the other as the comparison – the 

choice of which cell of the pair is the reference and which the comparison is arbitrary but 

must be applied consistently across all events and conditions. Any given element 

(corresponding to a given non-self cell pair) of the paired latency vector PL was assigned 

one of three possible values: 

1 If the comparison cell’s within-event center of mass of spiking (c.o.m.) 

occurred after the reference cell’s within-event c.o.m.  

-1  If the comparison cell’s within-event c.o.m. occurred before the reference 

cell’s within-event c.o.m. 

0  If the two members of the pair had the same within-event c.o.m., if either 

member of the pair did not fire in the event, or if both members of the pair 

were recorded on the same shank 

Paired distance, PD, vectors were similarly constructed from the relationship 

between linearized place field peaks (only the location the highest place field peak was 

used for this analysis) such that each element of the PD vector had one of three possible 

values:  

1  If the comparison cell’s place field was to the right of the reference cell’s 

place field  

-1  If the comparison cell’s place field was to the left of the reference cell’s 

place field 
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0  if the place field peaks of both members of the pair occurred on the same 

bin, if either member of the pair was not a place cell or if both members of 

the pair were recorded on the same shank 

 

For linear maze sessions separate PD vectors were constructed for left and right 

directions of movement. Note that starting from these vectors it is possible to fully 

reconstruct rank-ordered sequence content.  The null distribution was estimated using 

1,000 PD vectors constructed by shuffling (resampling without replacement) of place cell 

ID’s. 

 For a given event e the similarity of within-event sequence to the order of place 

fields on the maze was calculated as the dot product of PD and PLe divided by the dot 

product of the absolute values of PD and PLe:  

 

PDPL

PDPL

e

e

PL
Seq




        (10) 

 

In other words, the sum of all the non-zero elements which had the same non-zero value 

in both PL and PD minus the sum of all elements that had different non-zero values 

normalized by the sum of the elements that were non-zero in both PL and PD. This value 

is a measure of order similarity and is bounded between -1 (when one sequence is the 

reverse of the other) to 1 (when the two sequences being compared are the same).  
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Fig S1: Behavioral and recording paradigm. (A) Each recording session consisted of 

three phases: 1) a long (~4 hour) PRE epoch in which the animal was allowed to rest or 

sleep in its homecage in familiar room A, 2) the animal was subsequently transferred to 

one of three rooms it had never previously been exposed to, and rewarded for running on 

a novel maze (MAZE), 3) the animal was returned to its homecage in room A for another 

long (~4 hour) POST sleep/rest recording. Note that the reward areas (red) of each maze 

were excluded from the analyses (the dimensions shown for each maze reflect the 

linearized lengths after the exclusion of the reward areas). (B) PRE, MAZE and POST 

epoch sequence content was only assessed during ripple events occurring during quiet 

immobile waking (green) or NREM sleep epochs (blue) as determined by hippocampal 

CA1 pyramidal LFP spectrograms and simultaneous electromyographic (EMG) 

recordings.   
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Fig. S2: Place fields on novel mazes. The spatial receptive fields (place fields, n = 491) 

of all recorded place cells are shown. Consistent with the analysis, cells which had place 

fields (see Methods) on both directions of the linear maze are plotted independently in 

each of these directions. Circular maze sessions (right 2 columns) were linearized with 

the origin corresponding to the leading edge of the reward area. Note that the place fields 

of rigid (blue) and plastic cells (red) are similarly enriched near the start and goal ends of 

the track. 
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Fig. S3: Bayesian firing sequence reconstruction. For each running direction, the firing 

rate by position vectors across all place cells was used to build a Bayesian decoder of 

location by place cell firing rate. For validation of the decoder, place field spiking was 

binned in non-overlapping 500ms bins during active maze running (speed 5 > cm/s), and 

used to decode the animal’s position. The top panel shows the decoding of 3 laps (two 

incoming and one outgoing) of linear maze running. Each row corresponds to one 500 ms 

bin, the background (heat-map) colors show the decoded posterior probability that the 

spiking data represented a given location (y-axis) at a given 500ms bin (x-axis). The 

copper line shows the path along the maximum posterior probability (predicted position) 

at each bin, while the cyan line shows the observed trajectory of the animal as determined 

by LED tracking. The bottom panel shows the cumulative distribution curve for the 

position estimation errors across all 500 ms bins in all sessions, while the red shows the 

equivalent curve derived from 1,000 shuffled place field vectors. The shuffling here, as in 

the rest of the work, was performed by circularly translating the un-smoothed firing rate 

by position vector by a random number of bins independently for each place cell, and re-

smoothing.   
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Fig. S4: Ripple events were detected as the coincidence of the synchronous firing of 

the pyramidal cell population and LFP-detected sharp-wave-ripples. (A) A sample 

POST epoch replay event, showing the wide-band CA1 pyramidal layer LFP (top), the 

ripple-frequency (150-250Hz) filtered LFP, and the spiking activity rasters of the 32 

place cells active in the event. The vertical dashed lines show the beginning and end time 

points of the ripple event. The inset shows the Bayesian 'virtual travel' decoded from this 

event.  Ripple event triggered pyramidal cell population firing rate (B), and spectral 

decomposition of the CA1 pyramidal layer LFP (C). 
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Fig. S5: Sequence content increases from PRE to POST. (A) Distribution of weighted 

correlation coefficients (none-normalized sequence content, left panel) and absolute 

weighted correlation coefficients (right panel). Note the higher tail values of experiments 

compared to the shuffled null distributions (see Methods). (B) Observed absolute 

weighted correlation coefficients against the values expected from shuffled place field 

vectors (see Methods, within condition between epoch significance testing: Kruskal-

Wallis, followed by post-hoc Tukey-Kramer tests; between condition within epoch 

testing: Rank-Sum tests). (B), right panel, POST – PRE change of absolute weighted 

correlation coefficients (graphs show the POST – PRE means ±SE, significance tested 

via boot-strap test). Note that in all three epochs, a greater degree of sequence content is 

observed than expected by chance. Note also that the absolute value of the null (shuffled) 

distribution increases significantly from the PRE to the POST epochs (and also varies 
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between events) – necessitating a normalization by the varying null statistics which was 

accomplished by computing the normalized rZ scores (see Methods). (C) cumulative 

distribution of p-values (relative to each event’s null distribution drawn from 1,000 

shuffled place templates) for events in the PRE (blue) or POST (red) epochs. Inset, 

percentage of events in either PRE or POST epochs with p-values less than 0.05 

(statistical testing: chi-square test of proportions). The ‘observed’ and circularly-shuffled 

templates did not significantly differ in many of their properties, including each cell’s 

estimated spatial information per spike (data not shown, see Methods). For each observed 

and shuffled event, the reconstruction quality of the Bayesian decoder was measured as 

the median across time bins of the maximum Bayesian posterior probability value in each 

time bin. (D) Note that reconstruction qualities are not significantly different between 

observed and shuffled events in either the PRE or POST. This is important as the 

expected null absolute weighted correlation coefficient is strongly dependent on the 

reconstruction quality (approaching zero as the posterior probability distribution becomes 

flat). (E) While ripple-event duration did not differ between the PRE and POST epochs 

(PRE median duration 183ms, POST median duration 186ms, p < 0.07, Rank-Sum test), 

(F) a significantly greater percentage of place cells participated (fired at least one spike 

in) POST epoch events. Note that the changing participation statistics may account for 

the observed change in the PRE to POST null (shuffled) absolute weighted correlation 

(B, grey bars). (G) For each event (here pooled across PRE, MAZE and POST epochs), 

the number of participating cells was  plotted against the mean of its shuffled 

reconstruction quality values (plot shows mean ±SE, r-value from Pearson's correlation).  

(H) In turn, increases in reconstruction quality typically (though not necessarily, see 

figure S7) associated with a greater number of participating cells result in increases in 

absolute weighted correlation coefficients independently of temporal structure. 
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Fig. S6: Sequence scores and Associated p-values computed in each animal 

separately. Sequence scores  summarized as in Figure 1C inset, p-value graphs as in fig. 

S5, C.  
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Fig. S7: Estimation of sequence content is sensitive to the choice of null distribution 

for Bayesian analysis. (A-C) As an alternative to our standard shuffling approach 

(circular translation of place fields), we recomputed a separate null distribution in which 

each place cell’s ID was randomly shuffled (1,000 shuffled templates constructed by 

resampling without replacement). Under this shuffling approach POST and MAZE 
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trajectory content (as well as the POST – PRE change) were found to be significantly 

different than their null values (left and middle panels). POST was also found to have 

significantly more p < 0.05 events than expected under null assumptions (B, red column 

in inset, right panel). However, PRE sequence content was found to be significantly 

smaller than the PRE-null distribution (A, left column-pair, Rank-Sum test, p ~ 0). 

Consistent with this finding, we observed that PRE displayed significantly fewer p < 0.05 

events than expected by chance (B, inset, blue bars, Chi-Square test). (C) The rZ scores 

associated with PRE were also found to be significantly negative (C, blue column). In 

other words, under each of these tests the PRE was found to have ‘negative preplay’ (18, 

19), that is, less sequence content than would be expected by chance under the 

assumptions of the cell ID shuffle. We hypothesized that this was the result of the fact 

that the distributions of cell activity change from the PRE to the POST epochs. In 

particular, it was hypothesized that the cell-ID shuffle over-estimated the relative 

contribution of sparsely firing high-spatial information content cells (that is that high-

spatial information, 'peaky' , spatial templates were used to decode, on average, more 

spikes and hence led to 'peakier' Bayesian reconstructions in the cell-ID shuffles than in 

the experimental data). (D) Consistent with this hypothesis the cell-ID shuffled data 

displayed markedly higher Bayesian reconstruction quality (a measure of the 'peakiness' 

of the Bayesian posteriors). Note that the 'peakiness' of Bayesian reconstructions are 

strongly correlated with higher expected abs. weighted correlation values even in the 

absence of sequence structure (see fig. S5, panel H). In order to examine this hypothesis 

cells were split (along the median value, within each session and running direction) into 

two equal groups of ‘Low Spatial Information’ and ‘High Spatial Information’ neurons. 

Spatial information is relevant in the current context because the reconstruction quality 

(‘peakiness’) of the posterior probability estimates derived from the commonly used 

Bayesian decoder employed in the current study tends to be more influenced by the 

activity of high than low spatial information cells (this property, in fact is one of the 

reasons it is particularly well-suited for position decoding). (E) Consistent with our 

hypothesis, low spatial information content cells were found to account for a higher 

percentage of all within-ripple spiking in the PRE compared to POST epochs, while the 

inverse was true of the high spatial information cells (graphs show mean ±SE across all 

PRE or POST epoch events, Rank-Sum test). (F-H) In order to test whether this 

relationship could account for the ‘negative preplay’ anomaly, cell ID’s where shuffled 

within the low or high spatial information cell groups (but not between them). 

Importantly, while also accomplished by shuffling the Cell ID’s, the ‘spatial information 

controlled-shuffle’ may be regarded as more conservative, since this shuffling procedure 

has many fewer degrees of freedom and, thus, the resulting shuffled templates will tend, 

on average, to be more similar to the original template. While the comparison of the 

entire observed PRE to PRE-null distributions did not show a significant difference (F, 

left column-pair, Rank-Sum test) -  a  significant number of PRE events were found to 

have p-values < 0.05 (G). Furthermore, the computed PRE-rZ values (H) were also found 

to be significant (Sign-Rank test). Importantly, the commonality between the p-value and 

rZ test methods is that in both of these events’ observed trajectory content is compared to 

its particular null distribution. Consequently, we conclude that in this, highly 

conservatively shuffled, case the lack of significance observed when employing the entire 

PRE to null distributions may be attributable to the fact that some events have wider null 
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distributions than others and these events ‘populate’ the null with higher values, 

potentially leading to a false failure to reject the null - this is analogous to the increased 

statistical power derived from using paired versus unpaired tests of significance. In 

summary, differing null assumptions can lead to strikingly different statistical results. 

Therefore, it is important to emphasize that shuffling procedures which assume the 

interchangeability of cells, and consequently do not replicate the variance in coding and 

excitability properties observed across cells, may lead to potentially invalid or 

paradoxical conclusions. 
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Fig. S8. Comparison of observed and surrogate data. In order to further test putative 

sources of structure in the data, Bayesian analysis was compared between observed and 

Poisson-generated surrogate data (100 surrogate data sets per condition). For the 

observed and each of the surrogate data sets, null (shuffled) data sets were constructed 

using the ‘circular place-field shuffle’ (n = 200 shuffles per data set). (A, left-panel) 

Consistent with a previous report (14) we found that the normalized sequence score (rZ) 

was significantly different between observed and Poisson-surrogate data during the POST 

but not the PRE epoch. This result implies that that PRE-observed and PRE-Poisson were 

not distinguishable in terms of their sequence structure. (A, middle-panel) However, 

when the absolute weighted correlation values were compared between the observed and 

Poisson-surrogate data, both their PRE and POST epochs were found to have a higher 

degree of structure than their Poisson-surrogates. (A, right-panel) Note that this was the 

case despite the fact that the surrogate data set showed significantly higher 

Reconstruction Quality (a measure of the ‘peakiness’ of the Bayesian Posterior 

Probability distribution) in both the PRE and POST epochs – which would be expected, 

in the absence of further structure, to lead to higher absolute weighted correlation scores 
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(see figure S5H). The difference in sequence content and/or reconstruction quality 

between the observed and Poisson-surrogates is potentially due to the fact that within-

ripple spiking is highly non-stationary both across bins and ripple-events and hence none-

Poisson (observed PRE-epoch within-ripple inter-spike-interval (ISI) Coefficient of 

Variation (CV): 1.39, p < 0, Signed-Rank test across place cells against a null value of 1 

as would be expected by a Poisson distribution, POST ISI CV: 1.37, p < 0). (B) In order 

to more closely approximate the observed firing statistics, separate surrogate data sets 

were constructed by randomly permuting the 20-ms time-bins within each event (100 

time-bin-shuffle surrogates). Using this more conservative surrogate procedure revealed 

significant differences in sequence scores (left-panel), and absolute weighted correlation 

coefficients (middle-panel) between the observed and TBS-surrogate data in both PRE 

and POST. Note that this surrogate method more closely approximates the observed 

firing statistics, preserving, for instance, the observed Reconstruction Quality (right-

panel). As an alternative to the ‘circular place-field shuffle’ used in A and B, the 

observed as well as Poisson and time-bin-shuffle surrogate data sets were compared 

against time-bin-shuffle null-distributions (see Methods). Using this shuffling technique, 

sequence scores and absolute weighted correlation coefficients were found to be greater 

in the observed PRE and POST than in both the Poisson (C) and time-bin-shuffle (D) 

generated surrogates. Together, these results suggest that some, though not all, of the 

putative PRE structure may be explained through first-order relationships between cell’s 

firing rates in PRE epoch events and the structure of place fields on the novel maze. This 

issue needs further exploration in future research. 
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Fig. S9: Per Cell Contribution (PCC) to sequence content. (A) For each place cell, 

PCC was measured as the putative 'degradation' in the observed sequence score 

(rZ(observed)) resulting from the specific shuffling of that cell's spatial receptive field 

template (rZ(cell shuffle)). This quantity was multiplied by the total number of cells 

participating in each event to account for the fact that each cell's ability to degrade an 

event's virtual travel content is inversely proportional to the number of cells participating 

in that event (see fig. S10). (B) For each neuron, PRE and POST PCC scores were taken 

as the mean across all ripple events that that cell participated (fired at least one spike) in 

in each of these epochs. (B, left panel) PRE and POST PCC scores are shown for all 

place cells (n = 491). The panel title indicates the median for each of the two distributions 

(p-value from rank-sum test). (B, right panel) The distribution of ΔPCC (POST - PRE 

PCC) values is shown for all place cells, the panel title shows the median ΔPCC score (p-

value from signed-rank test). Note that consistent with the main Δreplay effect (Fig. 1C, 

POST > PRE sequence scores (rZ)), cells show significantly higher POST, compared to 

PRE PCC scores. (C) Forward and reverse PCC scores were independently computed 

from ripple events with forward or reverse virtual travels. For linear mazes each ripple 

event was first assigned to a particular one of the two running directions by a Bayesian 
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decoder (see methods) ensuring that each ripple event was only considered once as either 

a reverse (weighted correlation < 0) or forward (weighted correlation > 0) event. The 

panels show the Spearman's correlation coefficients between forward and reverse PRE 

PCC, POST PCC, or POST - PRE ΔPCC respectively. For these graphs, cells were 

divided into 6 equal, non-overlapping, subgroups by the by the Forward PCC  shown on 

the x-ordinate, lines show the mean ±SE of the Reverse PCC scores indicated on the y-

ordinate.   
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Fig. S10: Synthetic model of per cell participation. In order to test the assumptions 

made for deriving the PCC measure, a synthetic model of sequence content was 

developed. In this model, synthetic ‘place cells’ evenly spanned the maze (A, left panel) 

and fired one spike (A, middle panel) timed to correspond to the peak ‘place field’ firing 

rate. The synthetic ripple events were decoded with the synthetic place field maps 

resulting in ‘perfect’ sequence scores (that is, weighted correlation coefficients 

approaching 1, A, right panel). This model had two free parameters: the number of 

participating cells and the number of 20 ms bins making up the synthetic ripple events – 

panel A shows one example with 18 participating cells, and 10 temporal bins 

(corresponding to an event length of 200ms). Both the participant number and temporal 

bin number parameters were sampled densely to match the observed distributions 

(including all PRE, MAZE, and POST events). PCC analysis (see Methods) was carried 

out on these synthetic maps/events – note that since in this case all cells display ‘perfect’ 

sequence content, the estimated PCC for each one should be equal, regardless of the total 
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number of participating cells. B. When the PCC analysis was carried out (in this case 

without normalizing by the number of participating cells), a clear negative relationship 

was observed between number of participants and the estimated un-normalized PCC 

content, as expected. This relationship was well fit by a line following a power-law as a 

function of number of participants. Note that the resulting normalization function (i.e. the 

inverse of this power-law relationship) is well approximated by a linear relationship (B, 

right panel). In panel C, the results were compared between the application of either the 

power-law normalization (derived from our synthetic model) or the linear normalization 

used in the rest of the text. The r-values in the panel titles display the Pearson’s 

correlation coefficients of the PCC values resulting from the two normalizations. Note 

that the PCC estimates are largely invariant with respect to choice of normalization – and 

this choice does not affect our findings (data not shown). Consequently, the simpler, 

linear normalization was adopted. 
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Fig. S11: Rigid and plastic cell cluster quality and stability. (A) The PRE and POST 

epoch within-ripple event waveforms are shown for rigid (left, n = 105) and plastic 

(middle, n = 105) cells. For comparison the waveforms of the interneurons recorded in 

our data set is also shown (right, n = 128 cells). Note that while rigid and plastic cell 

waveforms were similar, interneurons were contrasted by (amongst other features) 

narrower spikes and a more pronounced AHP’s. For each cell the site displaying the 

maximal peak to trough range was normalized as the z-score relative to all unit and multi-

unit activity at that site. The mean ± SE is shown for each cell class and condition. Note 

that rigid and plastic cell waveforms are similar to each other and stable from the PRE to 

the POST epochs. Cell cluster quality was taken for spikes occurring either during PRE 

ripple events (B, top left), MAZE active running (B, top middle) or during POST ripple 

events as the median Mahalanobis distance between the PCA features (used in clustering) 

associated with each spike and the center of the cluster (the mean across all spikes; (29)). 

For two conditions spike stability was measured as the symmetrical Mahalanobis distance 

between the feature cluster in one condition and the center of the cluster in the second 

condition. Since bursting is known to affect spike-shape properties (35), only the first 

spike of bursts (sequences of spikes occurring within < 6 ms of each other) was included 

in this analysis. All quality and stability between-group comparisons were carried out via 

rank-sum tests.  
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Fig. S12: High ΔPCC cells are necessary and sufficient for PRE to POST increase in 

sequence content. To assess the contribution of neurons with differing ΔPCC scores to 

the main ΔReplay (POST rZ – PRE rZ) effect, ΔrZ (y-axis) was calculated from place 

cell representation matrices in which variable percentages of cells were excluded. In one 

condition (sorted by PRE - POST PCC score, blue line) an increasing percentage of cells 

were excluded from the analysis (x-axis) beginning with the ones that showed the lowest 

ΔPCC values (note that these selections was performed within session, shaded regions 

show the boot-strapped 95% confidence interval of ΔrZ). Note that even after excluding 

up to ~75% of ‘low’ ΔPCC cells, POST epoch sequence content exceeds PRE epoch 

sequence content, suggesting that these cells are sufficient for the main Δreplay effect. 

Conversely, in the condition where the cells with high ΔPCC cells were excluded first, 

after the exclusion of just 10 to 20% of cells PRE epoch sequence content exceeded 

POST epoch sequence content, suggesting that this 10 to 20% of high ΔPCC cells is 

necessary for the main Δreplay effect. 
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Fig. S13: Within-session firing rate and specificity changes on the maze. (A, left 

panel) Mean firing rate of rigid (blue) and plastic (red) cells is shown as a function of lap 

number (expressed as a percentage of total number of laps run). The mean (± 

bootstrapped 95% confidence interval) of each group is shown within a rolling 20% of 

laps (step-size 1%). The associated Pearson’s correlation coefficients were taken across 

all laps for either all rigid or plastic cells. (A, right panel) Per cell quantification: for rigid 
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and plastic cells, the lap-to-lap firing rate change was computed as the Pearson's 

correlation between firing rate and lap number. Bar graph shows the mean correlation 

coefficients ± SE (rank-sum test). These analyses (as well as in Fig. 3B) were restricted 

to laps in which cells fired at least 5 spikes. (A) Neither the populations of rigid or plastic 

cells show significant changes in over-all firing rate during maze-running. (B) However, 

the overall firing rate (A) of both populations closely tracks the variability in running 

speed across the RUN epoch (only epochs in which the animal was running at > 5 cm/s 

were included in these analyses). (C) In contrast, the by-lap place field gain in firing rate 

(the ratio of the within place-field(s) rate to overall lap rate) showed a markedly greater 

increase for plastic cells, which was evident both at the population (C, left panel) and 

individual cell (C, right panel) analyses (within cell class: Sign-Rank test across cells’ 

Pearson’s correlation coefficients, between cell-class comparison: Rank-Sum test). (D) 

Notably, neither cell group showed a significant increase in within-field firing rate over 

the course of maze running. (E) Conversely, a significant decrease was observed in 

plastic cells’, but not rigid cells’, outside of field firing rates. Consequently, we conclude 

that the observed increase in plastic cells’ place specificity was driven primarily by a 

decreases in their non-place-field specific firing.  
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Fig. S14: Excitability characteristics of rigid and plastic cells. The firing patterns of 

rigid (blue) and plastic (red) cells were characterized using several measures relating to 

cell excitability during off-line epochs. 

1) Firing rate - the number of spikes emitted per second during offline states (quite 

immobility and NREM sleep). 

2) Within-Ripple Firing Rate - the firing rate within concatenated ripple events. 
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3) Within-Ripple Firing Rate Gain - the within ripple firing rate (2) normalized by 

the overall firing rate (1) 

4) Ripple participation rate - the percentage of ripples a given cell participated in 

(i.e. fired at least one spike). 

5) Burstiness - the percentage of inter-spike-intervals (ISI's) < 6 ms. 

6) Within-Ripple Burstiness - the percentage of within-ripple event ISI's < 6 ms. 

7) Within-Ripple 'On' Rate - within-ripple firing rate across the subset of ripple 

events in which the cell fired at least one spike.  

 

These measures are shown for the PRE, MAZE and POST epochs, as well as for their 

change from PRE to POST. Each panel title shows the median for each distribution as 

well as the rank-sum p-value for the comparison. Here, as elsewhere, bar graphs plotted 

in log-scale show the log-mean ± log-SE, while bar graphs plotted in linear scale show 

the mean ±SE.  
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Fig. S15: Excitability characteristics by ΔPCC score. Spearman’s correlation 

coefficients were taken between various measures of excitability (see fig. S12 Legend) 

and ΔPCC scores for strongly contributing (n = 216) cells (see Methods and Fig. 1B). 

The graphs show the mean ±SE for each of six equally divided subgroups (see fig. S6 

legend) – titles show Spearman’s correlation coefficient and associated Fisher’s Z-test p-

values. This analysis is complementary to and independent of that performed using the 

‘rigid’ and ‘plastic’ cell identification. Since our analysis is best suited for describing 

those cells that contribute strongly to either the PRE or POST sequence content, we 

restricted this figure to this subset of cells. However, similar results were obtained when 

all place cells were considered (data not shown). Note that the relationships obtained 

using this alternative method which does not rely on within-session matching or cell 

‘type’ classification are in line with our previous findings, suggesting that the reported 

relationships hold both across and within sessions. Moreover, these results suggest that 

the ‘plastic’ and ‘rigid’ cell properties are continuously distributed within the population. 
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Fig. S16: Synchrony increases from PRE to POST. (A) Each panel shows the ripple 

event-triggered instantaneous firing rates either in the PRE (blue) or POST (red) epochs. 

Shaded regions show SE of the mean across cells. The PRE to POST increases in ripple-

event triggered firing rates seen when all place cells are taken into account (A, left panel) 

are uniquely present in plastic (A, third-panel) but not rigid (A, second panel) cells. 

These changes are also more pronounced in low firing rate rather than high firing rate 

cells (see Methods for low and high firing rate classification). Likewise, the PRE to 

POST increase in pair-wise co-activity observed across all place cells (B, left panel) is 

more robustly observed in the plastic cell population and is more pronounced in low 

rather than high firing rate cells. Graphs show the mean ± SE for each condition. (C) 

While both low and high firing rate cells increase their synchrony (co-activity) from PRE 

to POST, the increase in co-activity is greater in low firing rate cells. We note while on 

the maze low-rate cells also contributed more information per spike (Low Rate median.: 

0.91 bits/spike, High Rate med: 0.56 bits/spike, p < 2.5x10
-9

, Rank-Sum test), had a 

greater within/outside of place field(s) firing ratio (Low Rate med.: 6.38, High Rate med: 

3.86, p < 7.9x10
-14

), and had fewer place fields on the maze (Low Rate log-mean: 1.29, 

High Rate  log-mean: 1.59, p < 3.94 x10
-06

). In addition, low rate cells tended to show a 

more pronounced increase in their within-ripple firing rate gain (Low Rate Δripple-gain 

med.: 0.71, High Rate med.: 0.06, p <  7.585x10
-4

). (D-E) Increased synchrony (B) in the 

POST compared to PRE epoch may be attributable to both increases in ripple-triggered 

spiking (A) as well as to an increase in the incidence of ripple events, evident in the 

incidence of both population synchrony (with associated LFP-detected sharp-wave ripple, 
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see fig. S4) events used in the rest of the work (D) as well as in purely LFP-detected 

sharp-wave ripple (SWR) events (E). The graphs show the cumulative distribution of 

inter ripple/LFP-SWR event intervals during ‘off-line’ states – only intervals < 60 sec 

were considered. P-values show the result of a Rank-Sum test between the two ISI 

distributions, colored dashed lines show the median of each distribution.  
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Fig. S17: Pair-wise co-activity patterns display both plastic and rigid components. 

(A) Pair-wise co-activity (Pearson’s correlation coefficients between firing rate vectors 

binned in non-overlapping 100 ms bins) were taken for all place cell pairs which were 

simultaneously recorded on different shanks either during offline PRE or POST epochs or 

during active running on the MAZE. Each panel shows the Pearson’s correlation 

coefficient (inset). For each graph the pairs were sub-divided into 6 equal, non-

overlapping groups by the condition on the x-ordinate -  the graphs show the means ±SE 

of the corresponding values indicated by the y-ordinate. While co-activity patterns were 

weakly but significantly preserved from the PRE to the RUN epoch (left panel), the 

similarity between RUN and POST co-activity patterns (middle panel) was significantly 
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greater (corr(RUN, POST) - corr(RUN, PRE) = 0.11, p ≈ 0, Fisher's Z-test). However, the 

similarity between RUN and POST was likewise far exceeded by the similarity between 

PRE and POST co-activity patterns (corr(PRE, POST) - corr(RUN, POST) = 0.18, p ≈ 0, 

Fisher's Z-test) suggesting that co-activity patterns during offline states are dominated by 

non-plastic interactions. (B) For each place cell pair, a place field distance was defined as 

the (2-dimensional) distance between their peak firing rate spatial bins on the maze for 

each cell and normalized between 0 and 1 by the maximal distance possible on the maze. 

Note that while place cell’s PRE pair-wise co-activity is slightly though significantly 

predictive of their future place-field distance on the maze (left-panel), this effect is 

significantly strengthened in the POST epoch (corr(RUN, POST) - corr(RUN,  PRE) = 

-0.035, p < 0.01, Fisher's Z-test). (D, left panel) Rigid cell, but not plastic cell, pairs 

showed preservation of PRE co-activity patterns during the RUN. Conversely, plastic cell 

pairs showed a significantly higher preservation of co-activity patterns from the RUN to 

the POST (D, middle panel, inset, comparison of correlation coefficients via Fisher Z-

test). While both groups showed some degree of stability in their co-activity patterns 

from the PRE and POST epochs, this effect was significantly more pronounced in rigid 

cell pairs (D, right panel; see also fig. S16 B), suggesting the presence of a more 

persistent co-activity regime in this latter group. (E, left panel) Rigid cell, but not plastic 

cell, PRE pair-wise co-activity was predictive of future place field distance. Conversely, 

plastic cell pair POST epoch co-activity patterns were significantly more reflective of 

place field distance (E, right panel). (F, left panel) rigid and plastic cell pairs did not 

differ in their pair-wise coactivity strength during running. (E) The right panel shows the 

pair-wise correlation of rigid or plastic cell pairs’ firing rate by position vectors (Rank-

Sum test between pairs from the two cell classes: p < 0.24).  
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Fig. S18: Pair-wise temporal bias patterns show both plastic and rigid components. 

(A) Sample cross-correlogram illustrating the pair-wise temporal bias measure. Temporal 

biases were defined as the propensity of one cell to fire before or after another cell 

(within a 150 ms window, see Methods). Only pairs of cells recorded on distinct shanks 

were included in the analysis. Temporal biases were computed from either PRE or POST 

offline epochs, or during MAZE active running epochs. (B) For each of the panels above  

pairs were divided into 6 equal parts by the temporal bias condition indicated on the x-

ordinate, lines show the mean ± SE for these groups in the temporal bias condition shown 

on the y-ordinate. Insets show the Pearson's correlation coefficient across all pairs. When 

all place cells are included in the analysis, no similarity is observed between PRE and 

RUN (left panel) temporal biases. However, temporal biases are strongly preserved from 

the RUN to POST epochs (middle panel), as well as from the PRE to POST epochs 

(right). (C) Limiting this analysis to rigid (blue) or plastic (red) cell pairs, reveals that the 

preservation of temporal spiking patterns from PRE to POST and from RUN to POST is 

attributable to the rigid and plastic cell subpopulations, respectively. 
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Fig. S19: Rigid cells contribute to both PRE and POST sequence content. (A) The 

Venn diagram shows the proportion of strongly contributing cells that showed significant 

PCC scores in PRE-only (blue), POST-only (red), or both (purple) -that the majority 

(73%) cells showing significant PRE (PRE+) contributions also showed significant POST 

contributions (POST+). Note that 54% of all putative pyramidal cells were considered to 

have place fields by running direction.  (B) Distribution of one-tailed Signed-Rank test p-

values across per-event PCC scores in either the PRE (blue) or POST (red) epochs. Those 

cells significant (p < 0.05) for either of these comparisons were taken as strongly 

contributing to sequence content. (C) In order to further probe changes in PRE and POST 

PCC scores for each cell, one-tailed rank-sum tests were performed for testing the 
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hypothesis that within-event PCC scores were either higher in the PRE (blue) or POST 

epochs. 2.2% of cells showed significantly greater PRE compared to POST PCC scores 

while 21.4% showed higher POST > PRE. Together, these results suggest that those cells 

contributing PRE ‘rigidly’ continued contributing to POST. (D) In order to test whether 

our results were consistent with the absence of a true ‘PRE-only’ signal, we excluded 

these 26 cells (thereby including only cells that had significant POST PCC scores – A, 

red and purple area) and repeated our main analyses.  This exclusion analysis confirmed 

that our main findings regarding differences in rigid versus plastic cell spatial coding (E, 

compare to Fig. 3A), changes in spatial coding during the course of maze-running (F, 

compare to Fig. 3B) and excitability and synchrony (G, compare to Fig. 4A) were 

observed independently of the small PRE-only cell subset. 
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Fig. S20: Paired-Latency (non-Bayesian) analysis of PRE and POST sequences. To 

test the findings obtained using the Bayesian weighted-correlation sequence scoring 
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method, a parallel analysis was performed using a non-Bayesian 'Paired-Latency' (PL) 

template matching method. Importantly, and in distinction to the Bayesian method, for 

each place cell this method only takes into account the location (spatial bin) displaying 

the peak firing rate during maze running, and the temporal center of mass of spiking 

during a given offline ripple event (displayed as diamonds in figure 2C). In addition, this 

method excluded the possible influence of within-shank interactions. For this analysis (in 

contrast to the Bayesian weighted correlation analysis), the null distribution was 

determined by shuffling cell identities of the place field peaks. (A) While the PL method 

revealed that the observed sequence scores were greater than their null counterparts in the 

PRE, MAZE and POST epochs, PRE to POST increases in sequence content were not 

evident using this analysis. However, this was accounted for by the fact that in the PL 

analysis (and contrary to the Bayesian weighted correlation method, see fig. S5) the 

sequence scores associated with the null distribution dropped sharply from the PRE to 

POST epochs. (B) The observed decrease in abs. PL(null)is predicted by the increase in 

the number of participating cells from PRE to POST (fig. S5F), and the strong negative 

relationship between number of participants and expected shuffled abs. PL value (panel 

shows, mean ±SE for each of 18 log-spaced bins). Note that since not all cells with place 

fields in one running direction will also have place fields in the opposite running 

direction, the underlying null statistics of events may differ between directions of the 

RUN-template. Therefore, ‘bimodal’ shuffling procedures in which the greater null value 

is taken across directions (14) will tend to compare abs. r(observed) values against abs. 

r(null) values drawn from null distributions with means higher than those of the true null 

distributions of the events themselves. For this reason we independently compared the 

results of each running direction to its null distribution. (C) Once the null distribution is 

taken into account by computing the PL distribution’s rZ scores, PL estimated sequence 

content is qualitatively similar in PRE, MAZE and POST as those observed using the 

Bayesian weighted correlation method (annotations same as in Fig. 1C). Likewise, using 

this separate method the main Δreplay (POST - PRE) effect was confirmed to be 

attributable to low-firing rate (D) high-ripple gain (E) high-ripple bursting (F) cells, 

while high-firing rate, low-ripple gain, low ripple bursting, cells were similarly confirmed 

to be the more associated with PRE sequence content.  
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Fig. S21: Burst-controlled analysis of sequence content. Since the Bayesian decoder 

employed in this work assumes a Poisson distribution of spiking (36) and this assumption 

may be violated by burst events, a ‘decimated’ control data set was constructed in which 

only the first spike of each within-ripple burst (defined as any series of spikes with ISI’s 

< 6ms) was included. The Bayesian weighted correlation analysis was performed on this 

decimated data set. (A) The qualitative relationship of decoded sequence content is 

preserved after burst decimation. This downsampled data set was divided into low and 
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high ‘offline’ firing rate (B), within-ripple gain (C), and within-ripple bursting cells (D), 

as defined from the original (none-decimated) data set. Note that the left panels in B-D 

show the values of each of the sub-distributions in the non-decimated data set (in the 

decimated data set the within-ripple bursting was 0% for all cells). In this down sampled 

data set replay was also found to be associated with low rate, high ripple gain, high ripple 

bursting cells, while high rate, low ripple gain, low ripple bursting cells were more 

associated with PRE sequence content.   
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Fig. S22. Column Shuffle Results. Since differing shuffling techniques make differing 

assumptions and may therefore be susceptible to differing biases, our main results were 

tested using an alternative and complementary shuffling technique in which the 20ms 

time bins within each ripple-event were permuted (time-bin shuffle, TBS). Note that in 

this shuffling approach place field templates were maintained as observed. When 

compared to the place-field circular shuffling technique the TBS method yielded similar 

results for absolute weighted correlations (A), sequence scores (rZ, B) and Monte-Carlo 
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significance testing (C, compare to Fig. 1C and fig. S5 B, C). An alternative PCC 

estimation method was developed in which each cell’s firing rate-by-time bin vectors 

were randomly permuted within each event (PCCTBS see Methods). (D) PCCTBS estimates 

of each cell’s contribution to sequence content were highly correlated with those obtained 

by our primary PCC method in the PRE, POST as well as in the PRE to POST change. 

(E) Using the TBS method low-firing rate, high within-ripple firing rate gain, high 

within-ripple bursting cells were confirmed to display the strongest increases in PRE to 

POST sequence content.   
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